The House of the Dead

Excerpt from Chapter 1: In the midst of the
steppes, of the mountains, of the
impenetrable forests of the desert regions
of Siberia, one meets from time to time
with little towns of a thousand or two
inhabitants, built entirely of wood, very
ugly, with two churchesone in the centre of
the town, the other in the cemeteryin a
word, towns which bear much more
resemblance to a good-sized village in the
suburbs of Moscow than to a town properly
so called. In most cases they are
abundantly provided with police-master,
assessors, and other inferior officials. If it
is cold in Siberia, the great advantages of
the Government service compensate for it.
The inhabitants are simple people, without
liberal ideas. Their manners are antique,
solid, and unchanged by time. The officials
who form, and with reason, the nobility in
Siberia, either belong to the country,
deeply-rooted Siberians, or they have
arrived there from Russia.
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German-Canadian-American action horror film, and the adaptation of the 1996 light gun arcade game of the same name
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